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BY DEFINITION, basic needs are the components that serve as the foundation for survival. A 
traditional list of the needs including food, house and clothing, which are of importance to the 
development of a strong communal and an essential vanguard to improve individual’s quality 
of life and ummah in total.   
 In today’s society, however defining basic needs based on the three components are no 
longer accurate due to complexities exist in today’s human relationship (habluminannas), 
which affect individual self-sufficiency and well-being. As such, besides food, house and 
clothing, basic needs are also covering education, transportation, marriage and healthcare, inter 
alia.  
 Of these, house ranks only next to food and clothing is vital to determine individual’s 
health, family expansion, privacy for ibadah, and happiness. Poor housing lead to 
psychological stress emanated from excessive noise, family breakdown that affects children’s 
well-being and lowly productivity stemmed from poor access to a workplace, among others.  
 In this week, I intend to write on the topic of Islamic mortgage facility, in which three (3) 
issues are expounded. Issue #1 – Why young folks find so difficult to own a house? Issue #2 
– Why Islamic home financing is important to promote homeownership? Issue # 3 - What are 
common mistakes facing homebuyers when selecting Islamic mortgage? 
 Despite its importance as an essential basic need, many individuals find a difficulty to own 
houses at a young age. Three reasons expounded but are not limited to. Firstly, house is a big 
ticket item that could end up costing to homebuyers a lot more than other big items, taking 
many more years to pay off the house to secure the homeownership. Secondly, house values 
over the long run tend to rise just slightly faster than inflation, making it a worse investment 
alternative for millennials. Even creditworthy households are having difficulty securing a 
mortgage to buy a house. Thirdly, the variations in one’s wealth and ability can influence the 
level of savings for future mortgage. Low financial literacy and lack of financial planning can 
result in poor savings that affect one’s ability to buy a house with cash at a young age. Buying 
a house with cash has definite advantages. For instance, homebuyers are able to eliminate the 
risk of financing denial and gain full, immediate equity in their home. This decision might seem 
like an impossible dream for young folks with insufficient cash.  
 Hence, buying a house with credit has improved homeownerships among homebuyers. 
Essentially, a muslim finds an Islamic mortgage facility is an ideal mortgage to opt with. 
Conventional home loans are clearly forbidden in Islam out of their incongruity to Shariah 
principles. An Islamic bank offers a home financing product that allows a customer to own a 
house at a young age, allowing the latter to get a full enjoyment from the house whilst he is 
still young. Islamic banks offer two roles to promote homeownership among young folks. 
Firstly, the banks provide various packages of Islamic mortgage that capture the needs of their 
clients. Secondly, the banks provide mortgage facilities that protect the interest of the clients 
not only the homeownership but also in terms of their faith in which ethical principle and 
maqasid factor are brought into play. In return, the bank earns profit as an indicator of growth, 
implying the significance of mortgage financing.  
 In contemporary mortgage, Islamic home financing products are available in almost 
commercial banks’ counters in Malaysia. In Labuan alone, all banks operated are offering their 
best mortgages like in the case of Bank Islam Malaysia Berhad and Bank Muamalat Malaysia 



Berhad. The issues, however lie in the mortgage information provided by the banks, which lead 
to delay and unbalanced decision by homebuyers for mortgages. With so many options, time 
and space really matter! 
 There exists at least six common mistakes when younger people decide to choose a bank 
for their home purchase.  Mistake 1 – Buying a house with spouse.  Typically, the 30 days 
after the ijab qabul are considered the sweetest days for married couple, follow after are the 
reality of life.  Typically, the chance to get approved is bigger with both spouses enter into a 
single mortgage contract. The issue, however is raised when one finds his spouse has poor 
credit (i.e. as recorded by CCRIS and CTOS), which in turn may disqualify the former for 
future financing facilities. Mistake 2 – Thinking about one bank only. Some consumers are 
influenced by a dogma to be loyal to one bank because of religion obligation, convenience and 
affected by how well the bank sells the “mortgage” for an increased profit. Customers should 
shortlist of two or four banks and get the short listed banks to compete for their financing 
application. The bank chosen should offer better legal fees, valuation fees and processing fees, 
among others and they are, of course negotiable. Mistake 3 – Overlooking insurance.  The 
concern is very much on a breadwinner who has a single source of income. The protection is 
to avoid losing the house once the breadwinner is passed away but also to leave enough amount 
of sustenance to the loved ones. Today however, homebuyers have put less priority towards 
life insurance in case of death and critical illness. Priority is giving to the homeownership 
instead. Mistake 4 – Putting more on down payment. There is a case when a bank customer 
decides to put more than 30% down payment of the house price, draining their emergency stash 
and unable to handle unexpected expense. Putting more on down payment is a mistake. The 
customer losses investment opportunity to other outlets for an improved cash inflow. Mistake 
5 – Ignoring payment holiday. Even trivial, it is however quite important to generate extra 
cash out for household during November-December to meet schooling expenses and festive 
season needs. Many young folks refuse to give priority to payment holiday out of the fact that 
it is immaterial. Although immaterial, the implication is of bigger to promote well-being to 
individuals in the long run. Mistake 6 – Skipping a mortgage contract inspection. Generally, 
mortgage contract is distinctive, relying on banks’ terms and conditions, which of course need 
further inspection by customers for an improved security. Some bank customers, at least, have 
skipped the importance to check the details of the contract. They supposedly can take the 
mortgage contract back home to study its details before signing it on a banker’s desk. 
 In all, there is a need for customers to visit multiple banks to tap into the different packages 
offered, make them compete for his best mortgage requirement, leaving him with a peace of 
mind. On the other hand, banks are also in need to customise their mortgages out of the raised 
need of sophisticated customers who are seeking better and personalised mortgage facility. 
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